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VEDIC ‘OX’ AND ‘SACRIFICIAL CAKE’
ALEXANDER LUBOTSKY
1. In Vedic, s was sometimes retracted when followed by a vowel and a
retroﬂex stop:
s > ṣ / _(C)VṬ(Ṭ = retroﬂex stop)
The clearest examples of this sound change are furnished by derivatives of
the root sah ‘to conquer’ (Wackernagel 1896: 224f.), cf. áṣa¯l.ha ‘unconque-
rable’ (12x RV) < *°saẓd. a, nom.sg. ṣṭ of the root noun ‘conqueror’ and
of compounds in -sah (jana¯ṣṭ, tura¯ṣṭ, pura¯ṣṭ, p
tana¯ṣṭ, vira¯ṣṭ, vr˚tha¯ṣṭ,
satra¯ṣṭ) < *°sa¯ṭṣ. From the nom.sg. p
tana¯ṣṭ (5x RV), ṣ spread to the other
cases of this word, viz. °ṣáham (RV 5.23.2, 8.98.10), °ṣham (RV 6.72.5),
°ṣáhaḥ (RV 6.45.8) and to a derivative p
tana¯ṣhya (RV 3.37.1).
On the other hand, the assimilation has not taken place in sl.har m.
(RV 7.56.23) ‘conqueror’, sa¯d. há (AVŚ 5.30.9) ‘overpowered’, sa¯d. ha¯mitra-
(AVP 10.4.13) ‘overpowering the enemies’, inf. sd. hyai, ger. sa¯d. hv (MS).
This leads to the conclusion that the rule only applied to a noninitial s.
The nom.sg. ṣṭ (a hapax RV 1.63.3b) may be analogical after v
tha¯ṣṭ in
the following verse (RV 1.63.4d) and after other compounds in °ṣṭ.
It follows from this distribution that the initial ṣ of ṣáṣ (nom.sg. ṣáṭ)
‘six’ can hardly be due to this Vedic rule. And indeed, the assimilated š-
is attested in Avestan xšuuaš and in Balto-Slavic (OCS šestь, Lith. šešì), so
that the assimilation in the word for ‘six’ must have taken place at a much
older stage, possibly even in “proto-satm” times.1
The conditions of our rule can be further speciﬁed. Both in áṣa¯l.ha and
in °ṣṭ, original swas followed by a consonant cluster containing a retroﬂex
spirant (*ẓd. h and *ṭṣ, respectively), which was later lost. It seems therefore
likely that there was phonetic assimilation of intervocalic -s- to ṣ/ẓ in the
following syllable, which became phonological when the conditioning
factor disappeared (thus alreadyWackernagel 1896: 224 with references).2
1 I wonder, incidentally, whether the problematic onset of Armenian vec may have
something to do with the assimilated *š-.
2 The assimilation of s to the following sibilant is well attested in Sanskrit, cf. śváśura-
‘father-in-law’< *svaśura-, śúṣka- ‘dry’< *suṣka-, etc. Note, however, that in these instan-
ces the conditioning factor has not disappeared.
&WJEFODF?BOE?$PVOUFS&WJEFODF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2.As far as I know, it has not been noticed before that this rule has some
important implications. First, it helps to explain the compound purod. ś-
m. ‘sacriﬁcial cake’ = purás ‘before’ + dś- ‘homage’. In the RV, this word
is inﬂected as follows: nom.sg. purol.h. , acc.sg. purol.śam, but in the later
texts, it only appears in the thematicized form purod. śa-. The previous
explanations of the retroﬂex are unconvincing3, so that a fresh look at
the problem is necessary. Let us consider the expected nominative of this
compound,whichmust be reconstructed as Proto-Indo-Iranian *prHazdćṣ
> *purazdṭṣ. Applying our assimilation rule, we get *puraẓd. ṭṣ. Next, -ẓ-
was lost with compensatory lengthening of the preceding short vowel.
In case of a, the result of this lengthening is normally a¯, but o after v, as
follows from the following examples (cf. Lubotsky 2000: 257):
• áṣa¯l.ha adj. ‘unconquerable’ < *saẓd. a < PIE *seǵto; sl.har m.
‘conqueror’ (RV 7.56.23) < *saẓd. ar < PIE *seǵter;
• ní-ba¯l.ha (RV 1.106.6), ba¯l.hé adv. ‘strongly’ (RV 1.181.7), ba¯l.ha(stvan)
(RV 1.122.10) < *baẓd. a < PIE *bǵto;
• vól.har m. ‘driving (horse)’ < *vaẓd. ar < PIE *ueǵtor, inﬁnitives
vól.have, ánu prá vol.hum < *vaẓd. u < PIE *ueǵtu; 2,3 du. impv. root
aor. vol.ham, vol.hm (cf. Narten 1964: 240, fn. 727);
• ṣol.h adv. ‘six times’ (RV 3.55.18), ṣod. aśá (AV+) ‘the sixteenth’,
ṣod. aśín (AVŚ 11.7.11 = AVP 16.83.1, AVP 17.29.16, etc.) adj. ‘the one
of sixteen’, ṣód. aśa (TS+ ) ‘sixteen’ < *ṣvaẓd. ()°.
In order to account for the -o-vocalism of purod. ś-, we can either conjecture
that the preceding -u- had the same impact on a as -v- did, or assume that
the phonetically regular reﬂex of *puraẓd. ṭṣ was *pura¯d. ṭṣ, but puro° was
restored, since pura¯° in compounds means ‘long time ago, of old, of yore’
and not ‘in front, in advance’. At any rate, the nominative had become
*purod. ṭṣ, and the only step we need to arrive at the attested purod. ḥ
is the dissimilatory loss of -ṭ-.4 From the nom.sg., the d. was generalized
3 Bloomﬁeld 1890: 356 ascribes the retroﬂex to a following palatal, while Wackernagel
(1896: 172: "Vielleicht") thinks that -d. - has been taken over from dūd. ś- (AV) adj. ‘bringing
bad homage’. Debrunner and Wackernagel (1930: 246) follow Bartholomae 1888: 579
in that the origin of the nom.sg. must be sought in the bh-cases, i.e. *puraz-da¯ẓ-bh- >
*puraẓ-da¯ẓ-bh- > *puro-d. a¯d. -bh- > *purod. a¯dbh-, but these cases are unattested.
4 A similar dissimilation is probably responsible for the nom.sg. sadhamḥ (RV 7.18.7c)<
*sadhama¯ts of sadhamd- ‘drinking companion’ (Wackernagel 1896: 305). As pointed out
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throughout theparadigm, just like -ṣ- in p
tana¯ṣṭ, °ṣáham, °ṣáhaḥ, discussed
above, section 1.
3. Another puzzle of the same kind is the word for ‘draught-animal, ox’,
which has the following inﬂection in Vedic (cf. Jamison 1991: 78f):
sg. du. pl.
nom. anad. vn (AV+) anad. vhau (RV+) anad. vhas (AV+)
acc. anad. vham (RV+) anad. uhas (PB)
instr. anad. úha¯ (YV) anad. údbhis (AVP, YV)
dat. anad. úhe (YV) anad. údbhyas (AVŚ, AVP)
gen. anad. úhas (AV+) anad. uha¯m (AVP)
loc. anad. úhi (AV) anad. útsu (RV)
fem. anad. va¯hı¯´ (MS,
KS), anad. uhı¯´ (ŚB)
In spite of the fact that the derivation of this word is perfectly clear (it is a
compound of ánas- ‘cart’ and vah- ‘to draw’), the forms are very unusual
and still unexplained5.
Let us again start with the nominative. The compound *anas-vh-must
have ﬁrst yielded *anazva¯ṭṣ (forms like ánas-vant-, anas-vín- ‘having a cart’,
etc. show the restoredvoiceless s,which is theusual procedure in Sanskrit).
The assimilation rule of section 1 turned *anazva¯ṭṣ into *anaẓva¯ṭṣ, which
contained a unique sequence -aẓv-. The only positionwithin awordwhere
ẓ occurred in Proto-Indo-Aryan was before a voiced stop. As we have seen
above, this sound was then lost with compensatory lengthening of the
preceding short vowel. My contention is that in the sequence -aẓv-, ẓ was
not lost, but at some stage merged with d. . What happened next? In a way
similar to *purod. ṭṣ > purod. ḥ, *anad. va¯ṭṣ yielded *anad. va¯ṣ > *anad. va¯ḥ. The
latter form was then replaced by the attested anad. vn (= anad. vm. s). As is
well known, all nominatives in *-va¯ḥ have got an analogical -n- in Vedic,
by Oldenberg 1904-1912 7.18.7, however, this form may be due to a poetic analogy to
purol.ḥ in 7.18.6a.
5 Jamison explains the d. by a metathesis of d. and d in anad. údbhis < *anadud. bhis, but,
even if we accept the explanation through metathesis, which is entirely ad hoc, it is
hardly conceivable that the instr. and dat.pl. can lead to the complete restructuring of
the paradigm, particularly in a word of this semantics, where the plural cases are not too
frequent.
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cf. nom.sg. svátava¯n of svá-tavas- ‘possessing his own power’, sváva¯n of
svávas- ‘of goodhelp’, tuvīráva¯n of tuvī-rávas- ‘bellowing (?) loudly’ and the
nom.sg. of the perfect active participles -va¯n, cf. Debrunner-Wackernagel
1930: 287. It follows that the nom.sg. of the word for ‘ox’ can be accounted
for with only one assumption for which there is no parallel, viz. that -aẓv-
became -ad. v-.6
As to anad. údbhis (AVP, YV) and anad. údbhyas (AVŚ, AVP), they must
be due to some kind of dissimilation (Wackernagel 1896: 180, where TS
paṣṭhavt vs. the usual paṣṭhavṭ is given as a parallel), but the exact conditi-
ons are diﬃcult to determine, since we do not knowwhat the phonetically
regular reﬂex of *źbwas.
4.This analysis of purod. ḥ and anad. vnhas further important consequences
for the notorious problem of the nom.sg. of root nouns in a palatal stop.
The problem is usually formulated as that of the distribution between the
ending -ṭ (nom.sg. víṭ from víś- f. ‘settlement, community’) vs. the ending
-k (nom.sg. dík from díś- f. ‘direction’). Now, as we have seen, there is one
more ending, viz. -ḥ in purol.ḥ and *anad. vḥ (→ anad. vn).
Let us now look at the complete evidence. Considering the fact that
nom.sg. in -k is mainly found after r, while nom.sg. in -ḥ is only found
after a retroﬂex stop, it is clear that the distribution among the three en-
dings must be basically phonetic, as has already been surmised byMeillet
(1905-1906) and others (see Kuiper 1967: 116, fn. 56 for the references).
The precise conditions have never been formulated, however. Below I ha-
ve arranged the relevant material in accordance with the phonetic context
(if not otherwise indicated, the forms are attested in the RV). The collec-
tion is based on the evidence presented in Wackernagel 1896: 173f. and
Debrunner 1957.
6 There are several cases in Sanskrit, where d. stands for *ẓ (cf. Wackernagel 1896: 176),
e.g. 2sg.impv. s-aor. avid. d. hi (which has replaced *avīd. i< *aviẓ-di), instr.pl. viprúd. bhiḥ of
viprúṣ- ‘drop’.
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Nom.sg. -ṭ:
víṭ (-ś-) f. ‘village, people’, spáṭ (-ś-) m. ‘spy’, vipṭ (-ś-) f. ‘name of
a river’, °vṭ (-h-) ‘driving’; °náṭ (-ś-) adj. ‘perishing’ (jīvanáṭ adj.
‘destroying life’, MS 1.4.13:63,4);7
ṣ	_: ṣáṭ ‘six’ < *suek´s;
r	_: bhrṭ (-j-) f. ‘shine’, °bhrṭ (-j-) adj. ‘shining upon’, rṭ (-j-) m. ‘king’,
°rṭ (-j-) adj. ‘reigning’;
ṣ	_: (°)ṣṭ (-h-) adj. ‘victorious’;
Nom.sg. -k:

_: -dk (-ś-) adj. ‘looking’, -spk (-ś-) adj. ‘touching’; puruspk (-h-)8 adj.
‘much desired, coveted by many’, u´¯rk (-j-) f. ‘strength’ (YV);9
rV˘_: ? garta¯-rúk (-h-) adj. ‘die Schaubühne besteigend (Geldner)’ (RV
1.124.7)10;
ṣV˘_: bhiṣák (-j-) m. ‘physician’11, uṣn. ík (-h-) f. ‘name of a metre’ (AVŚ
19.21.1);
?_: dík (-ś-) f. ‘direction’ (AV+), 
tvík (-j-) m. ‘priest’;
Nom.sg. -ḥ:
d. _: purol.ḥ, *anad. vḥ (→ anad. vn).
5. The distribution is quite clear. The "normal" reﬂex is -ṭ; -k is found either
directly after 
 or after r and ṣ(n. ) followed by a short vowel, while -ḥ is
found after preceding d. . There are only three forms which fall out of this
picture, and we shall discuss them ﬁrst.
7 Other forms are unclear. The interpretation of réṭ, attested in the mantra réd. asiVS 6.18;
VSK 6.4.1; MS 1.2.17: 27.2; KS 3.7:26.7; ŚB 3.8.3.20, etc. is uncertain. The origin of saráṭ f.
‘bee’ (TS, ŚB), dat.pl. sarád. bhyaḥ (RV) is enigmatic, since the stem of this word is sarágh-,
cf. nom.pl. sarághaḥ (ŚB), sa¯raghá- adj. ‘pertaining to the bees’, m. ‘bee’ (RV+), saragha¯- f.
‘bee’ (AVP).
8 puruspk (RV 10.55.2) is neuter, for which see below, section 9.
9 Possibly, also svv
k (RV 10.12.3) belongs here, if this word is related to sváv
ṣti-, an
epithet of Indra, cf. Mayrhofer, EWAia II: 795. Unclear is viśva-sk (-j-) adj. ‘creating
everything’ (MS 4.14.1:215.16) (Debrunner 1957: 93), only occurring in a mantra prája¯pate
viśvasg jīvádhanyaḥ. The mss. of the MS actually write viśvask jīvádhanyaḥ and viśvasj
jīvádhanyaḥ. The latter reading, which presupposes viśvast, is further found at TB 2.8.1.4,
TA¯ 10.63.1, A¯śvŚS 2.14.2, A¯pŚS 20.20.9.
10 The etymological value of the ﬁnal consonant of this root is unclear, however (cf.
Lubotsky 1995: 139f. for a discussion), which makes this example doubtful. Also the
meaning of the compound is by no means certain.
11 Cf. also bhiṣáktama- and bhiṣákti ‘heals’ (RV 8.79.2), where the -k-may have analogically
been introduced from the noun. For 3sg. impf. abhiṣn. ak (RV 10.131.5) see section 7 below.
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Traditionally, 
tvík has been interpreted as a compound 
tu- ‘season’ +
-ij- ‘sacriﬁcing’, i.e. ‘sacriﬁcing at the proper time’, ‘zur rechten Zeit op-
fernd’, but this interpretation is most probably wrong. First, as has been
repeatedly pointed out, this compoundwould be unique in that there is no
hiatus between 
tu- and -ij-, the word being disyllabic, and that all other
compounds with the root yaj- have full grade of the root both in Sans-
krit and Iranian (cf. devayáj- adj. ‘sacriﬁcing to the gods’, Av. daēuuaiiaz-).
These problems are usually dismissed by assuming that the compound is
extremely archaic, but there are no further indications in this direction.
It looks fairly transparent and has no parallels in Iranian. Secondly, the
meaning ‘sacriﬁcing at the proper time’ (= priest) has a strong ﬂavour
of folk etymology12. Thirdly, and most importantly, 
tvíj- cannot, in my
view, be separated fromVedic uśíj- (nom.sg. uśík, acc.sg. uśíjam, abl.dat.pl.
uśígbhyas), which is an epithet of priests and Agni and which has a perfect
parallel in OAv. usij- ‘sacriﬁcer (hostile towards the Zoroastrian religion)’.
The twoVedicwords, 
tvíj- and uśíj-, have comparablemeanings, the same
"suﬃx" and accentuation. Since OAv. nom.sg. usixš (Y 44.20) unequivo-
cally shows that the ﬁnal consonant of uśíj- is a velar (< PIIr. *ućig-), the
same must be true of the ﬁnal consonant of 
tvíj-. The same suﬃx is pro-
bably also found in van. íj- ‘merchant’ and bhuríj- ‘?’ and has nothing to do
with the root for ‘to worship, sacriﬁce’. I believe that all these words are
of non-Indo-European origin (cf. Lubotsky 2001a: 304-305) and that 
tvíj-
was adapted to 
tú- folk-etymologically.
Nom.sg. dík ‘direction’ is ﬁrst attested in the prose passagesAVŚ 3.27.1a
= AVP 3.24.1a prcī díg agnír ádhipatir ‘The Eastern direction, Agni is the
overlord’ etc., AVP 2.49.1a pra¯cī dig ga¯yatram. devata¯ ‘The Eastern direction,
Ga¯yatra is the deity’, etc., which are clearly late, probably of the Yajurvedic
provenance. It seems likely to me that -k- in this nom.sg. has been taken
over from loc.pl. dikṣú, where it is regular. The loc.pl. occurs nine times in
the AVŚ (seven times in the AVP), of which eight times in the cadence. It
should be stressed that the -k- also spread from dikṣú to dat.pl. digbhyáḥ (3x
AVŚ, 5x AVP) and instr.pl. digbhiḥ (AVP 15.22.5a), so that the allomorph
dik- was solidly rooted in the language of this text. Note further that díś-
very often occurs in the plural (e.g. 11x pl. vs. 6x sg. in the RV), so that the
plural cases are more important for this word than usual.
12 Oldenberg (1909-1912, ad 1.1.1) defends the analysis of 
tvíj- as a compound with
yaj- by pointing to various collocations of 
tú- + yaj- and to the fact that 
tvíjaḥ are often
connected with the seasons in the texts. In my opinion, these parallels do not prove that

tvíj- is an original compound, only that the connection with 
tú- was clearly felt by the
speakers.
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ṣáṭ ‘six’ reﬂects PIE *suek´s (cf. Av. xšuuaš) and, as I have argued else-
where (Lubotsky 2000), the -uvaultbelow-must still have been present in Sanskrit at
a relatively late stage. Otherwise, we cannot account for -o- in ṣol.h adv.
‘six times’, ṣod. aśá- adj. ‘the sixteenth’ (AV+), ṣód. aśa ‘sixteen’ (TS+), etc. (see
above, section 2). Since the proposed distribution (-k directly after 
 or
after r and ṣ(n. ) followed by a short vowel, -ḥ after d. in the root) clearly
implies dissimilation, the presence of -uvaultbelow- may have played a crucial role,
blocking the dissimilatory inﬂuence of the initial ṣ- (see further the next
sections).
6. As we have seen above, -k in the nom.sg. is found either directly after

 or after r and ṣ(n. ) followed by a short vowel. If the vowel is long a¯, we
ﬁnd -ṭ (bhrṭ, rṭ, (°)ṣṭ). Although this condition may appear strange, it is
phonetically understandable. Since we are dealing with dissimilation of
retroﬂex consonants, a long open a¯ may block their dissimilatory power.
There is a perfect parallel for this eﬀect of a¯ elsewhere in Sanskrit. As is
well-known, if s is followed by r or 
, it does not undergo the "ruki"-rule
(e.g. támisra¯-, vi-s
jánt-, etc.). The same limitation applies to s followed by
ar (sísarti, vi-sárjana-, etc.), but not to sa¯r, as follows from su-ṣa¯rathí- m.
‘good charioteer’ (RV 6.75.6).13
7.A similar distribution to that discussed in the previous sections is found
in the 2nd and 3rd sg. imperfect and aorist to the verbal roots in an original
palatal stop. These forms normally end in -ṭ: áva¯ṭ 2sg. s-aor. (vah- ‘to
convey’); ápra¯ṭ (RV 10.32.7) 3sg. s-aor. (praś- ‘to ask’); naṭ 2sg. root-aor.inj.,
naṭ 2,3 sg. root-aor. (naś- ‘to attain’); ábhra¯ṭ 3sg. root-aor. (bhra¯j- ‘to shine’);
ya¯ṭ 2sg. s-aor.inj. (yaj- ‘to sacriﬁce’); ra¯ṭ (RV 6.12.5) 3sg. pres.inj. (ra¯j- ‘to
shine’); aleṭ (MS 4.8.1:106,10) 3sg.impf. (lih- ‘to lick’).
The -k forms are rare: we ﬁnd prá n. ak 2,3sg. root-aor.inj. (naś- ‘to attain’),
abhiṣn. ak (RV 10.131.5) 3sg. impf. (bhiṣaj-) and asra¯k (RV 4.53.3c, 4c) 3sg. s-
aor. (s
j-). The ﬁrst two forms show that (ṣ)n. , followed by a short vowel,
triggers -k, but asra¯k (vs. ápra¯ṭ, ábhra¯ṭ) is surprising. In later texts, we obser-
ve some vacillation in these forms, cf., on the one hand, AVŚ apra¯k, andMS
asra¯ṭ, on the other. Since Wackernagel (1896: 174)14, this state of aﬀairs is
explained by paradigmatic levelling: it is postulated that 3sg. *-k´(s)t yields
*-ṣṭ > -ṭ, whereas 2sg. *-k´(s)s yields -k, which could understandably lead
13 The only other example of this sequence is vi-sa¯rá-m. ‘expansion’ (RV 1.79.1) with an
-s- which is likely to be secondary, based on other forms of ví-s
- (note that the speciﬁc
meaning of vi-sa¯rá- is also found in ví ... sasre in 7.36.1, cf. Geldner ad 1.79.1).
14 Strangely enough, Wiedenmann 1992: 242 attributes this theory to Karl Hoﬀmann.
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to regularization in diﬀerent directions. This explanation is untenable for
several reasons, however. First, in the 3sg., *-ṣṭ can hardly yield -ṭ, as the
ﬁnal sequence of consonants is always reduced to the ﬁrst one. Secondly,
in the 2sg., *-k´(s)s does not normally yield -k, but -ṭ (see above on the
nom.sg.). Thirdly, this scenario does not account for the distribution of
the actually attested forms. Why have áva¯ṭ, ápra¯ṭ, naṭ, etc. generalized the
3sg. form, and only asra¯k the 2sg.?
I think that the explanation of asra¯k is much simpler: except for 2,3sg.,
all other persons of the active paradigm had the stem sra¯kṣ-, and it is only
to be expected that this stemwas introduced into these persons, too. I thus
assume thatMS asra¯ṭ is regular, whereas RV asra¯k, AVŚ apra¯k and, later, Br.
adra¯k from d
ś- are analogical formations.15 It is further well-known that
we ﬁnd secondary -g- in the root s
j- very early, cf. 3pl. pass.aor. ás
gran/m
and the noun sárga-, which are already attested throughout the RV. This
early spread of -g-may explain the analogical creation of asra¯k.
8. Let us recapitulate our results thus far. The distribution of the nom.sg.
forms clearly demonstrates that -ṭ is the normal reﬂex, whereas -k and
-ḥ are due to dissimilation. Also the verbal forms of the 2nd and 3rd sg.
usually have -ṭ, whereas -k is either due to dissimilation or (in the case of
asra¯k) to analogy. The distribution of the verbal forms further shows that
there was no diﬀerence between the 2nd and the 3rd person. Finally, the
nom.sg. reﬂexes can only be accounted for if we start with *-ṭṣ: normally,
this ﬁnal cluster is reduced to -ṭ, but if there is a -d. - in the stem, the -ṭ- of *-ṭṣ
is lost by dissimilation, which yielded the ﬁnal -ṣ = -ḥ. If *-ṭṣ is preceded
by 
 or by ṣ(n. ) + a short vowel, *-ṭṣ becomes dissimilated to *-kṣ > -k.
This analysis leads to the conclusion that, in word-ﬁnal position, the
Indo-Iranian clusters *ćs and *ćt (< PIE *k´s and *k´t, respectively) show
aberrant reﬂexes in Sanskrit. Whereas their reﬂex in intervocalic position
is Skt. kṣ and ṣṭ, at the end of a word they must have become *-ṭṣ (a
comparable point of view was expressed by Meillet 1905-1906: 417). I
believe that this scenarioprovides amucheasier explanationof the attested
distribution than the position of Wackernagel 1896: 173 and Kuiper 1967,
who took for granted that word-internal and word-ﬁnal reﬂexes need to
be the same16 and, starting with *ćs# > *-kṣ and *ćt# > *-ṣṭ, had to have
15 A diﬀerent type of regularization is shown by 2sg. s-aor. RV 3.29.16 aya¯ḥ (yaj-) andAVŚ
11.2.19,26 sra¯s (s
j-), for which see Narten 1964: 200, 273 and fn. 869. Note, incidentally,
that AVŚ sra¯s presupposes 3sg. (a)sra¯ṭ.
16 Cf. Kuiper 1967: 117: "In contrast with the latter form [= Av. spaš] Ved. spáṭ cannot
directly represent PIE. *spék´s."
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recourse to complicated analogical mechanisms in order to arrive at the
-ṭ.17
9. What was the phonetic reality behind our reconstructions? As I have
argued in Lubotsky 2001b: 45f., PIIr. *ć   were palatal stops, something
like [t’ d’ d’] = [tś dź dź]. For the Indo-Iranian clusters *ćs and *ćt in
intervocalic position, I assume the following developments:
PIIr. *-ćs- [*-tśs-] > *-tśś- > *-tśš- > *-tš- > Iranian *š, Skt. *-tṣ- > *-ṭṣ- > -kṣ-
PIIr. *-ćt- [*-tśt-] > *-śt- > Iranian -(x)št-, Skt. *-ṣt- > -ṣṭ-
In ﬁnal position, however, Skt. *-ṭṣ< PIIr. *-ćs presumably did not become
-kṣ, but remained unchanged (before losing the -ṣ at a later stage). As to the
other cluster, we can surmise that PIIr. *-ćt [*-tśt] lost its ﬁnal -t in Sanskrit,
which is quite plausible from a phonetic point of view, and thus merged
with *-ṭṣ.
Here we may address the problem of the outcome of ﬁnal -ś (< *ć)
in Sanskrit. Unfortunately, there is no unambiguous evidence. The only
examples are nom.sg. neuter and vocatives of bahuvrīhi compounds, e.g.
the neuters eta¯dk (8.102.19, 10.27.24), susam. dk (7.3.6), puruspk (10.55.2),
the vocatives tveṣasam. d
k (6.22.9), hávyava¯ṭ (5.6.5). These forms are always
identical to the nom.sg. m./f., whichmay of course be due to analogy (thus
e.g. Kuiper 1967: 116, fn. 55: "The neuter form puruspk indirectly proves
the existence of a nom. sing. masc. *puruspk ‘coveted by many’ "), but it
might also be due to regular development (thus Wackernagel 1896: 174).
In the latter case, we must assume that the ﬁnal PIIr. *-ć [-tś] has merged
with *-ṭṣ, too, which seems a reasonable option to me.
Leiden University
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